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QUESTION 1

Which TWO of the following statements are true regarding Hive? Choose 2 answers A. Useful for data analysts familiar
with SQL who need to do ad-hoc queries 

B. Offers real-time queries and row level updates 

C. Allows you to define a structure for your unstructured Big Data 

D. Is a relational database 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 2

You want to perform analysis on a large collection of images. You want to store this data in HDFS and process it with
MapReduce but you also want to give your data analysts and data scientists the ability to process the data directly from
HDFS with an interpreted high- level programming language like Python. Which format should you use to store this data
in HDFS? 

A. SequenceFiles 

B. Avro 

C. JSON 

D. HTML 

E. XML 

F. CSV 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: Hadoop binary files processing introduced by image duplicates finder 

 

QUESTION 3

In a MapReduce job, the reducer receives all values associated with same key. Which statement best describes the
ordering of these values? 

A. The values are in sorted order. 

B. The values are arbitrarily ordered, and the ordering may vary from run to run of the same MapReduce job. 

C. The values are arbitrary ordered, but multiple runs of the same MapReduce job will always have the same ordering. 

D. Since the values come from mapper outputs, the reducers will receive contiguous sections of sorted values. 

Correct Answer: B 
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Note: 

*

 Input to the Reducer is the sorted output of the mappers. 

*

 The framework calls the application\\'s Reduce function once for each unique key in the sorted order. 

*

 Example: 

For the given sample input the first map emits: 

 

 

 

 

The second map emits: 

 

 

 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Which one of the following files is required in every Oozie Workflow application? 

A. job.properties 

B. Config-default.xml 

C. Workflow.xml 

D. Oozie.xml 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Given the following Hive command: 
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Which one of the following statements is true? 

A. The files in the mydata folder are copied to a subfolder of /apps/hlve/warehouse 

B. The files in the mydata folder are moved to a subfolder of /apps/hive/wa re house 

C. The files in the mydata folder are copied into Hive\\'s underlying relational database 

D. The files in the mydata folder do not move from their current location In HDFS 

Correct Answer: D 
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